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The Flex-aor invasion fleets have been stopped, but at great cost. Human colonies lie in ruins,

fleets have been decimated and the economies of the major space powers have been

stretched to breaking point. Yet one nation stands unaffected. Hidden behind their borders, the

Russian Space Federation is stronger than ever. Still enraged by the harsh peace terms forced

upon them more than thirty years ago, the Federation sees its chance for revenge. Led by an

Admiral with the tactical capabilities to rival any from the Allied space powers, the Russians

have only one goal in mind; humanity’s homeworld will be theirs.With the swiftness of the

Russian attack, James, Suzanna, Lightfoot and many others find themselves isolated and cut

off from one another. Worse, they are surrounded by allies that may no longer be trustworthy.

Forced to fight with whatever forces they can muster, victory seems all but impossible.Once

again, the stakes are as high as they can get, for defeat would see the homeworld they

sacrificed so much to protect falling under a new Russian tyranny. And if Earth falls, so too will

the British Star Kingdom.Also includes free novella Stand into Danger. The prequel novella to

the Empire Rising series that tells the story of the first Russian-Allied war.
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Russian Space Federation, 5th April 2473 AD.High Admiral Korolyov stood with more than a

thousand other naval officers and senior government officials. They were watching the

execution of three men who, just a day before, had been their superiors. Blood splattered

across the ground and onto the shoes of the officers standing closest to the execution. As the

executioner lifted his heavy broadsword and let it drop again, more blood splattered across the

large courtyard. The officers and officials were gathered outside the Duma, the home of the

Federation’s legislatures. As had happened many times in the past three hundred years, it had

been deemed fitting to execute the three men in front of the building from which they had

ruled.Korolyov kept his face impassive throughout the executions. It wasn’t that he hated the

three men who had led the Russian Space Federation until yesterday. He hadn’t liked them any

more than he liked the three men who had declared themselves the Federation’s new Trivium.

The previous three had just been too slow in responding to the present opportunities. A certain

faction had contacted him seeking his aid. He hadn’t agreed with their politics any more than

with the three men now lying dead just meters from him. They had however offered him the one

thing he couldn’t refuse. Action. The opportunity facing the Russian Space Federation wasn’t

just a once in a generation opportunity. It was a once in a century, if not a millennia opportunity.

The other space powers would never be as weak as they were now. If vengeance was to be

had, if justice was to be secured for the people of the Motherland, the Space Federation had to

act.As one of the new Trivium began to speak, talking up the many new policies he would

enact, Korolyov looked up to the sky. Though he couldn’t see the fleet, he could picture it with

his mind’s eye. Even as the executions were being broadcast around New Rostov, the seat of

the Federation’s power, the fleet was on the move. Old warships, some of them more than fifty

years old, were moving away from New Rostov to Cartier and then New France. Orders had

gone out to gather the main Federation battlefleet from the edges of its colonies. Squadrons

and fleets long kept hidden from prying Allied scout ships would soon be on the move to New

Rostov. When they were combined they would form the greatest battlefleet left in the human

sphere. All Koroylov had to do was prepare the provisions and munitions that would be needed

for the long campaign he had laid before the new Trivium. Victory would soon belong to the

Russian Space Federation.Koroylov was slightly taken aback by his confidence. Just yesterday

he had been a Rear Admiral. With no political connections, his rise to that position had been

slow, though even his previous rank had been higher than he had ever imagined. Since he had

first learned of the Federation Navy as a child, he had dreamed of going to space. What the

other human nations had then done to his Federation had only cemented that desire. Growing

up on a small backward mining colony had encouraged him to do whatever it took to escape

his birth world. Eventually he had been offered a place in the navy’s cadet academy. From

there, hard work and a desire for vengeance had allowed him to rise far beyond his wildest

dreams. Yet his rise had come to a halt. He had never expected to go beyond Rear Admiral. To

gain anything more than a desk job as an Admiral, one had to be trusted by the Trivium or have

other political benefactors. As the child of a mining technician, and a poor one at that, Korolyov

had neither. He had thought himself destined to spend the next decade behind a desk, until, at



the whim of some political figure, he would eventually be drummed out of the navy, having

become surplus to requirements.Then, just two weeks ago, everything had changed. He had

been contacted by an intermediary. Some members of the Duma had been unhappy with the

Trivium and they wanted a regime change. Korolyov knew there were always rumors and plots

afoot. Rarely did the ruling three men of the Russian Space Federation remain the same for

more than five or six years. Yet he had never been enticed into one before. He had held no

interest in power. Everything had changed with the news from the American colonies. The

discovery of the two alien races beyond Haven had shocked the Russian people as much as it

had shocked the rest of humanity. The sudden invasion of the American colonies by a third

hostile race had been just as shocking. Then report after report had come in detailing defeat

after defeat.The news had been so bad that there had been a movement within the Duma to

send aid to the Americans. Koroylov had spoken out against such a move. It had been the first

time he voiced a political opinion. Someone had noticed. When news finally came in about the

defeat of the alien invasion, the movement to support the other human powers had died

overnight. But looking back, Korolyov now realized his name had been noticed.When not one

of the previous Trivium appeared willing to take advantage of the new balance of power within

the human sphere, others decided to act. Now Koroylov faced them as they stood over the

bodies of their political opponents. He was under no illusions. The three men would dispose of

him if they thought he was becoming a problem. He also knew that when he left Russian space

with his fleet, none of them might be in charge when he returned. None of that mattered now.

The coup had been successful, the Federation Space Fleet was his to command and he

intended to use it. Like a spear he would thrust his ships into the gut of his people’s historic

enemy. The other space powers were weak, and they were about to pay for their historic

crimes. And Earth will be ours, Korolyov promised himself. One day soon, he would set foot on

the real Motherland and when he did, Russian rule over their homeland would never be taken

away again. Of that he was supremely confident.Chapter 1Since its founding, the Empire has

been involved in twenty-three multi-system wars. I have studied the first-hand accounts from

those who survived the first engagements of each. In every case there was one common

theme among those who found themselves the defenders; surprise. For some reason, when we

are not the ones actually planning to attack another species, we fail to expect we ourselves

could be attacked.-Excerpt from Empire Rising, 3002 AD.HMS Intrepid, Cartier system, 11th

April 2473 AD.“Captain, several buoys are picking up some strange signals. There may be

something moving into the system, but I’m not sure. The tracks are unusual,” Sub Lieutenant

Reaves reported.From his tone of voice, Captain Hanson guessed the Sub Lieutenant had

been trying to figure out what the buoys were detecting and had given up. “Let me see,” he

requested.When the sensor data uploaded into his command chair, the first thing Hanson

checked was the position of the buoys obtaining the sensor readings. Crap, he thought. It

wasn’t just one or two that were malfunctioning, nine were reporting some kind of contact, and

they were on a direct line to Kazan, the sole Russian system with a shift passage to

Cartier.“The readings aren’t like the ones we have on record. They’re all scrambled. If it is a

Russian ship trying to sneak into the system, it may have some new stealth tech,” Reaves

suggested.“You’re right, they are certainly differ…” Hanson cut off mid-sentence. Reaves had

missed it, but his trained eye only took a fraction of a second to make sense of the intermittent

contacts the buoys were detecting.For a moment, he was taken back nine years to when he

had been a Sub Lieutenant himself. On board his first ship as a lieutenant, HMS Drake, he had

been on watch when they discovered the Chinese fleet that had entered the Void seeking to

add the territory to China’s colonial empire. He had been on a small frigate then as well. He



remembered his ship suddenly feeling so small and fragile compared to the massive fleet they

had discovered. The memories came flooding back, for he felt the same way now.“Battle

stations,” he snapped as soon as his mind cleared. “Send a signal to Cartier, alert the

defending forces we have a large fleet incoming. Power up the engines. Plot a course to the

New France shift passage. Maximum acceleration.”As his officers jumped into action, many still

not really understanding what was going on, Hanson studied the sensor data. Since the

Russian War of 2439, Cartier had become a frontline system in the cold war between the

Russian Space Federation and most of the other space powers. Over the last ten years more

than thirty thousand advanced stealth buoys had been deployed along Cartier’s mass shadow

and further into deep space. They watched for any Russian ships trying to sneak into the

system.Since their deployment, they had detected more than twenty attempts by the Russians

to send stealth ships into the system to spy on its defenses. This time the buoys were detecting

something different. Reaves had struggled to make sense of the sensor readings for he had

been trying to put all the data together to give a profile of one contact. There wasn’t just one

contact however, there were at least ten. And if there are ten, then there are more, Hanson

said to himself, many more. There was only one reason why so many Russian ships would try

and enter the system. War.“More buoys are reporting in, they’re picking up more anomalies.

The first ones are firming up as well. They’re definitely multiple ships. I can see that now,”

Reaves reported.Hanson looked at Reaves and shot him a smile. “Don’t feel bad. The

computer didn’t figure out what was going on either. We know now though.”“It will take forty-five

minutes for those ships to detect our increased emissions and change course,” Intrepid’s First

Lieutenant reported.“Then we’ll see what is coming against us before we jump out,” Hanson

replied. So far, the buoys had detected eleven ships. He was sure there were far more. Once

whoever was commanding them knew he had been discovered, there would be no point in

trying to hide.“They’re cruising in at around 0.2c,” Intrepid’s navigation officer updated

everyone. “If they increase their velocity to their maximum when they figure out we’ve detected

them, it will take them four hours to reach Cartier.”Hanson kept quiet. Four hours wasn’t long

enough for reinforcements from outside the system to even learn about the Russians ships,

never mind for them to come to Cartier’s aid. If the Russians had come in the strength he

suspected, the planet would fall. Whilst his navigation officer sounded excited at the prospect

of witnessing battle, he felt otherwise. In his fifteen years of service with the Royal Space Navy

he had seen plenty of fleet engagements. He didn’t need to see anymore. Yet he knew it was

unavoidable. The Russians’ appearance was a surprise, but at the same time it made sense.

With so many human ships committed to the American colonies, and from all the reports, so

many having already been lost, the space faring powers were weaker than they had been for

more than a century. Now was the best time for the Russians to strike, especially if they didn’t

care about endangering the whole human race by leaving the door wide open for another

attack from the Flex-aor. It seemed they didn’t.It is all part of the plan, Hanson reminded

himself as he pictured Cartier’s fall. Since the last war with the Russians, the planet had been

largely evacuated. It was essentially a fortified world. Its role was to blunt and slow down any

Russian invasion so as to give the Allied Fleet stationed at New France time to prepare to face

the invaders. At least that was the plan. How many ships are still at New France? How many

have been transferred to the American colonies? Hanson wondered. His superiors kept moving

ships back and forth from New France to Cartier and other nearby systems to keep the

Russian spies on New France guessing. It had worked, at least, Hanson wasn’t sure how many

ships were still in the Allied Fleet tasked with protecting French Colonial Space. Given how

much a threat the Flex-aor had turned out to be, Hanson was sure that the real number



wouldn’t be encouraging.“Keep updating the holo display with new contacts as the computer

identifies them, then relay the information to Cartier,” he ordered. Already the count was up to

thirteen.“Captain, should we not be heading to Cartier to rendezvous with the fleet there?”

Third Lieutenant Lookman queried. He was manning the tactical console.“No,” Hanson replied

as he realized Lookman was asking the question many on the bridge were thinking. “Open a

COM channel to the entire crew,” he requested.When the COM officer nodded to let him know

a channel was open, he started speaking. “This is the Captain. By now most of you will have

heard about what’s going on. Currently we have,” he paused as he checked the holo plot again,

“fifteen confirmed contacts heading into the system from Russian space. I expect that number

to increase dramatically. It can only mean one thing; the Russians are seeking to restart

hostilities. I have orders from Commodore Lightfoot detailing that in the event of a Russian

invasion our primary mission is to get back to New France with the intel as soon as possible.

We can get to New France quicker than any other ship in the system, and that is what we must

do. I know it’s hard, we all have friends in the Cartier fleet, but it is our duty. Hanson

out.”Lookman nodded at him when he glanced at the tactical console. “Thank you, Sir, I

understand.”Hanson nodded back and glanced at the holo plot. The count was up to twenty. “Is

that right?” He asked when he noticed that a couple of the ships had been identified

already.“I’ve double checked the readings,” Intrepid’s First Lieutenant answered. “They’re both

Behemoth class ships. I think the second one is even the Moskva herself. She was one of the

few Behemoths that escaped New France in the Russian War when the Allied Fleet retook the

system.”Hanson had to shut his mouth. It had been hanging open. The Russian war had ended

thirty-four years ago. Even then the Moskva had been old. Now she would be completely

outdated. The giant ship hadn’t even had valstronium armor back then. “What intelligence files

do we have on her? Has she been refitted?”“The only file the RSNI has on her lists her

whereabouts as unknown, presumably broken up for scrap materials.”“That’s clearly not the

case,” Hanson responded. “I wonder what other surprises the Russians have in store for us?”

He didn’t like the answers he came up with.The next three hours went by quickly. In total, the

detection buoys picked up thirty contacts. Then, when the Russians detected Intrepid’s course

change and rapid acceleration, they gave up all pretense of trying to hide. When their full fleet

accelerated, sixty-four more contacts appeared. Some were clearly older ships like the

Moskva, but others appeared to be much more modern. The defenders at Cartier were

outnumbered four to one, though the planet’s orbital defenses would even the odds slightly.

Even so, Hanson knew the battle was lost.As he watched the fleet defending Cartier organize

itself to receive the invaders, a part of him wanted to see the ships break orbit and follow

Intrepid towards the shift passage to New France. They were all about to lose their lives. Yet,

he knew the French Commodore commanding the defenders had her orders. She couldn’t

leave the orbital defenses unguarded. They would easily be taken out by the Russians. Her

death and the death of her ships would buy the fleet at New France time to repel the

Russians.“We can jump in twenty minutes,” Intrepid’s navigation officer reported.Just in time to

see the Russians fire their first salvo, Hanson thought as he checked the estimated time the

Russian fleet would enter range of Cartier. “Very well, jump us as soon as we cross the mass

shadow,” he ordered. There was no point hanging around to see how the battle went, the

outcome was a foregone conclusion.When the Russians opened fire, one thousand four

hundred and fifty-five new contacts appeared on the gravimetric sensors. Hanson clenched his

hands into fists.“It’s those blasted behemoths,” Intrepid’s First Lieutenant said, echoing

Hanson’s thoughts.The behemoths had caused the French and British fleets a real problem in

the previous war. What they lacked in valstronium armor, they made up in sheer size and



weight of missiles. The defenders of Cartier wouldn’t survive more than two or three missile

salvos from their opponents.“There’s nothing we can do,” Hanson said as the missiles raced

towards their targets. He was still watching when Intrepid’s navigation officer reported that the

ship was about to jump into shift space. Even when the holo projector changed to show the plot

of shift space, he kept staring at the point where the missiles had been. Soon they would be

claiming the lives of his brothers and sisters in arms.When he finally spoke, the gravity in his

own voice surprised him. “I want maximum acceleration through shift space, when we have to

jump back to normal space to change course, not a second is to be wasted recharging the shift

drive capacitors. I want to set a new record for reaching New France.”“Aye Captain,” his officers

responded almost in unison. They too sounded serious.*HMS Marlborough, in orbit around

New France, 14th April 2473 AD.Commodore Lightfoot gave the punching bag a quick one-two.

Then he struck out at it again, and again. Sweat was dripping down his forehead. Five months,

he said to himself, striking the bag with each word. Five months since the last British ships left.

And here I am, still twiddling my thumbs while thousands of my countrymen give their lives

fighting these alien invaders. His eyes stung from the sweat running over his eyebrows and into

them. He didn’t care, the pain simply added to his rage and gave him the energy to lash out at

the bag once again.Taking half a step back, he crouched and tensed his leg muscles as he

prepared to jump into the air and strike at the bag. Just before he sprang into action, a beep

from the COM unit built into the gym’s wall caught him off guard. His kick nearly missed the

bag. When it beeped again, he strode over towards it. Before tapping it, he took a couple of

deep breaths and wiped his forehead with the back of his hand. “What is it?” he asked.The

voice coming through the COM unit was that of his Flag Captain, Captain Anderson. Right

away Lightfoot knew something serious was happening. “Commodore, Intrepid has returned

from Cartier. Russian ships have entered the system and attacked the planet’s defenses. I’ve

only scanned the first few lines of Captain Hanson’s report, but it doesn’t make for good

reading.”Lightfoot swore. “I’ll be on the bridge presently, I’m in the gym. I need to wash up and

then I’ll join you. Send orders to all our ships. All shore leave is cancelled and any ships that

are taking on supplies are to expedite their transfer from the orbital stockpiles.”“Aye

Commodore. I’ll send the orders out immediately, it looks like whoever decided to keep us

stationed out here knew what they were doing after all.”Lightfoot let out another expletive in

reply. Then he ended the COM channel. All the way to the shower he continued to swear. The

traitorous Russians were going to destroy everything. Now was not the time to settle old

grievances. Now was the time for humanity to band together. They could be the end of us all,

Lightfoot growled as water cascaded over his body. He clenched his fist and punched the wall.

Curse them, we are going to make them pay. If war is what they want, they are going to get it. A

grin spread across his face. The frustration that had been swelling within him over the last five

months had just found a release. He had been drilling his ships endlessly to keep his crews

from wallowing in shame at the fact they hadn’t been sent to face the Flex-aor. The British

ships under his command were as ready for war as any he had seen.You’ve bitten off more

than you can chew, Lightfoot said to his imaginary opponent. He was familiar with the

intelligence files on a number of high-ranking Russian Admirals. Whoever was commanding

the fleet that had probably conquered Cartier, he intended to crush them.*An hour later

Lightfoot’s shuttle touched down in one of Centaure’s hangar bays. Centaure was the sole

battleship the French Navy had stationed at New France. Within a couple of minutes an aide

had led him to the French flagship’s main briefing room. As the doors automatically slid aside

to admit him, he was surprised to see Admiral Baudin had organized a small gathering.

Normally the supreme commander of the Allied Fleet at New France enjoyed hosting as many



of his officers as he could. This time there were just six other men and women present. Baudin

had his second in command and his Flag Captain with him. The senior Admirals of the

German, Japanese and Chinese forces were there as well. Normally the American fleet would

have a significant number of ships stationed at New France too. However, they had all been

ordered back to American colonial space. Lightfoot nodded to Baudin as he sat down.“Thank

you for coming Commodore, now we’re all here, we will begin,” Baudin said after returning

Lightfoot’s gesture. “You’ve all seen the report from Intrepid. It might have been helpful for us if

her Captain had hung around a bit longer to observe the outcome of the battle.”Lightfoot

squirmed in his seat. He wanted to defend his subordinate. As far as he was concerned,

Hanson had done the right thing. The battle for Cartier probably hadn’t lasted more than an

hour if the Russians had pressed their numerical advantage. On the other hand, it could have

drawn out for several hours if the Russians played it safe. If Hanson had waited, the Russian

fleet could have arrived just behind him. In any event, he had been following orders. Orders

Baudin had approved. Before Lightfoot could decide whether to come to his subordinate’s

defense, Baudin pressed on.“Nevertheless, we have received a timely warning and that is

almost as good. We have to assume that Cartier has fallen. The Russian fleet will be coming

here next. We may have more ships than them, but from Intrepid’s data, it’s clear the Russians

can put out a heavier missile salvo. We know the condition our fleets are in. No reinforcements

are coming. We have to stop this Russian invasion here and now or the Russians will have

unfettered access to all of French colonial space and perhaps British space as well.”Lightfoot

nodded. The RSN did have other warships in British colonial space, however they were thinly

spread out. The vast majority of the British fleet was in American colonial space. From the

reports he had read, most of them had been destroyed or taken some battle damage. If New

France fell, there was no way the British fleet could rally enough ships to stop the Russians

attempting to invade British space after they secured the French territories they had coveted for

the last century.“We have a sound plan in place,” Admiral Tanaka. “New France’s defenses are

strong. Our fleet may be weakened, but the force that attacked Cartier will be hard-pressed to

take New France.”“I do not think we can stick to the plans drawn up before the Flex-aor

invasion, we do not have the ships at our disposal to deal with all the eventualities that those

plans were intended to deal with,” Baudin countered. “Simply staying in orbit and waiting for the

Russians to attack us could cost us dearly. If the Russian fleet decides to circumvent New

France and jump behind the front line, we won’t have the ships to give chase and defend New

France. I believe we need to head out and confront the Russian fleet as soon as it enters the

system.”Both the German and Chinese Admirals tried to speak at once. Neither liked Baudin’s

plan. Lightfoot took a moment to consider their concerns before joining in the conversation. “I

see where you’re coming from Admiral. The Russian fleet was a surprising mix of old and new

warships. Our intel suggested they should have more newer designs than Intrepid detected at

Cartier. They could send the fleet that attacked Cartier past us and into our more lightly

defended rear areas. If we gave pursuit, a second Russian fleet could easily take New France.

Engaging whatever comes through the shift passage would prevent this.“Yet doing so is very

risky. If there is a second fleet operating alongside the fleet we have detected, we could find

ourselves outnumbered and isolated very quickly. In the middle of the system away from New

France, we wouldn’t have any backup. If we stay in orbit and fight alongside the orbital defense

platforms, any battle that ensues will be far more likely to end in our favor.”Baudin nodded.

“Your analysis is spot on as always Commodore. There is one factor you’re not considering

though. We’ve all seen the reports from the American colonies. Even successful battles fought

over inhabited planets have resulted in cataclysmic levels of destruction. If we can avoid that



happening at New France, we must. Facing whatever ships the Russians intend to attack us

with in open space is the only way to achieve that. Don’t worry,” Baudin continued as he raised

a hand towards Lightfoot as Lightfoot opened his mouth. “We’re going to cover the end of the

shift passage to Cartier with patrol ships. If a Russian fleet comes through that we cannot

handle we will fall back to New France. But it is my intention to break orbit and move out to

meet them. If it’s just the fleet that Intrepid detected, they should have been seriously

weakened by engaging Cartier. We will finish them off.”Lightfoot still wanted to protest. Billions

of credits had been ploughed into beefing up New France’s orbital defenses. It made no sense

to fight without them. No tactical sense at least, Lightfoot reminded himself as he processed

Baudin’s reasoning. If the Russians were invading Britannia, he supposed he might think

differently. Certainly, many of the American colonies had been ravaged as huge chunks of

broken ships or nuclear missiles that had overshot their targets burst through their atmosphere

and impacted near inhabited areas. And then there was the damage that the colonies’ orbital

industries had suffered. “Okay,” he said slowly. “But I still think there is something more going

on here. We need to be careful. We cannot risk losing even one battle. We don’t have the

reinforcements to continue the fight if that happens.”“I understand the risks involved,” Baudin

acknowledged. “We won’t offer battle unless we are confident of victory. Now, let’s put our

minds together and figure out how we’re going to take on this Russian fleet.”*As soon as he

returned to his flagship, Lightfoot made his way to the bridge. “What’s Intrepid’s status?” he

asked.“She should enter two-way communication range in ten minutes,” the COM officer

reported.“Very good, put Captain Hanson on with me as soon as she does,” Lightfoot ordered.

Moving to his command chair he sat down and thought through the questions he wanted to ask

Hanson. The captain had no doubt spent the last four days reviewing the sensor data of the

Russian invasion. He wanted to see what conclusions his subordinate had

reached.“Commodore Lightfoot,” Hanson said when his face appeared in front of Lightfoot.

“What orders do you have for me?”“None that you’re going to like I’m afraid Captain,” Lightfoot

replied. “But first, I have a few questions for you. What do you make of this Russian attack? You

have had time to think everything through.“Speak freely Captain,” Lightfoot insisted when

Hanson hesitated.“It doesn’t make sense Commodore,” Hanson said, his confidence growing

as he continued. “We know the Russians have more modern warships. Cartier’s defenses

aren’t the strongest, but the fleet that attacked them has to have taken some losses in the

battle. If the Russians had brought their full strength, they could have much more easily taken

the planet. Why waste warships like that?”Lightfoot finished Hanson’s sentence, “Unless there

is something else afoot.”“Yes Commodore, but what?”“That’s what I intended to ask you

Captain. You’ve had a few days to think through what is going on.”“Well… I have a couple of

theories. None of them add up though. The Russians could have had a second fleet operating

in stealth within the Cartier system. Either they could have joined the battle after Intrepid

jumped out, or they are waiting to see if reinforcements will be sent from New France. They

could then attempt to ambush us if we returned. Alternatively, they could simply be hiding to

lure us into a false sense of security. Neither tactic seems to make sense though.”“Why is

that?” Lightfoot queried, his interest piqued.“It’s the older ships in the Russian fleet, especially

the behemoths. Why include them in the first fleet? The Russians know we would detect and

recognize them. If they had a second fleet, their ruse would work better if it contained all their

older ships. We wouldn’t be expecting it then. As it is, we are wondering where the rest of their

fleet is because we know we are not facing all their warships.”“Yes,” Lightfoot nodded. “What

then are they planning to do with their other ships. A raid on Alpha?”“That was my thinking,”

Hanson replied. “If they have a sizable fleet they could chase off the ships defending Alpha.



From there they can then launch a raid into our colonial space or invade French space via the

backdoor. Either way, raiding Alpha would all but guarantee no reinforcements would come

from Earth. The politicians would be too scared of the Sol system being raided. Every ship

would be held back to protect our vital industries. By attacking Alpha, the Russians would all

but guarantee themselves free rein to dissect French colonial space.”Lightfoot ground his teeth

together. In all the commotion since the news had arrived he hadn’t had more than a couple of

minutes to sit down and think through the wider strategic situation. What Hanson said made a

lot of sense. Threatening Earth would send shockwaves through the political leaders. They

would be scared of what the Russian fleet could do if they entered the Sol system. He very

much doubted they had any chance of actually taking Earth, but they could do a heck of a lot of

damage throughout the system. Even the threat of a raid would tie up a great number of

warships. And if the Russians have more ships than our intel suggests? Lightfoot asked

himself. The Russians had surprised them by keeping so many of their older warships in

service. What if they did have more modern warships as well? Could they actually try taking

Earth? The question isn’t if they could do it? The question is, do they think they could? When

Lightfoot thought about it like that, a shiver went down his spine. The French colonies were

more vulnerable than they had been for a century, that was true. But so too was Earth. Would

the Russians be that daring?“Commodore?” Hanson asked as Lightfoot remained silent with

his thoughts.Lightfoot shook himself. “I’m sending you to Earth. You’re to make all haste. If the

Russians do intend to attack the Alpha system, they may wait to see how their invasion of

Cartier fares. You may make it to Earth before anything happens. Or, you may have to try and

sneak through whatever forces are there. Either way, the Admiralty needs to know what is

going on here and what the wider implications are.”“But Commodore, we already had to flee

from Cartier. My crew are ready to fight.”“I know Captain, your record speaks for itself. I don’t

have time to argue with you though, I need to speak to Admiral Baudin about this. Set course

for Earth, I’ll transmit my final report before your ship jumps into shift space. If we are right, you

may find yourself in the midst of the fighting anyway. If the Russians haven’t attacked Alpha by

the time you get there, hopefully the Admiralty will send a fleet to reinforce the

system.”“Understood Commodore, we’ll get news to Earth as soon as possible. Hanson

out.”Lightfoot stared at the screen for several seconds. He was still thinking through what the

Russians would do, what he would do if he was in their position. He knew the Russian Space

Federation was greatly angered by what had happened in the Russian War. They had

essentially been forced to abandon their ancestral homeland due to the unpayable reparations

that had been demanded of them. Instead of paying, the Russian government had evacuated

as much of its population as it could to its colonies and then had closed its borders to every

other Earth nation. Forcing them out had not been the wisest strategy. Since then the British

Star Kingdom had been at war with China and India. The terms enforced upon both countries

hadn’t been nearly so severe. As a result, relations with China had been warming considerably

since the peace had been signed. With India things weren’t going quite so well, but the

animosity they held for Britain was nothing like what the Russians held against France,

America and his own nation. That made the Russians unpredictable. Anger made men do

things they otherwise wouldn’t. Trying to figure out the Russian intentions was not much better

than a guessing game. Giving up, he requested a COM channel with Baudin. The French

Admiral needed to know what he was thinking.Chapter 2Those who lead from the front always

gain the respect of their subordinates. This is drilled into every cadet at every naval academy

across the Empire. Our history has shown us that even mediocre leaders can get extraordinary

feats of bravery and martial prowess out of their subordinates if said subordinates can see that



their commander is willing to risk his own life for victory. It is one lesson I have repeated often

to my own cadets and the historical examples at hand to help illustrate my point have always

been numerous.-Excerpt from Empire Rising, 3002 AD.Tsar, New France system, 15th April

2473 AD.Admiral Yuri Checkov strode onto the bridge of his flagship. Tsar was the second

newest ship in the Russian navy. A true modern battleship, she boasted fifty missiles in each of

her broadsides.“Admiral on deck,” the soldier guarding the entrance announced. Everyone

jumped to their feet and held a salute.As he walked over to his command chair he had to hide

a small grin. He was still getting used to his new title. He and Korolyov had first met at the naval

academy. They both came from poor backgrounds and had become firm friends. Though their

career paths had seen them serving on different ships, they had stayed in contact. Often they

had met in bars to drink vodka and romanticize about how they would lead the Russian Star

Federation to glory one day. They would avenge the shame that had been brought upon their

nation and win such riches for the Russian people that no one would know the poverty they

had both grown up with. Both had known that this had been nothing but the fantasies of men

who would likely never rise above the rank of Captain. It had been fun nevertheless.Yet now

they were doing it for real. His friend’s sudden rise to the position of High Admiral had allowed

Captain Yuri Checkov to ride his coattails. Korolyov had needed a subordinate he could trust to

carry out his planned invasion of French Colonial Space. So far, it was working out well for

Checkov. Cartier had been taken with minimal losses and now he was about to confront the

Allied fleet based at New France. “At ease,” he said, when he made it to his command chair,

allowing his officers to drop their salute and return to their work. He had deliberately made

them wait to emphasize his authority. He had been a Captain just two weeks before and he

reckoned his officers needed the occasional reminder of his new status.“We’ll exit shift space in

three minutes, Sir,” an aide reported.“Very well, keep to our schedule,” Checkov replied. He

intended to repeat the same strategy from Cartier, he would drop out of shift space well away

from New France’s mass shadow and cruise into the system. The last thing he wanted to do

was allow the Allied fleet to ambush his forces. He wasn’t in any particular rush, the Allies had

to know he was on his way. Playing it safe was the best strategy for now. When he had located

his primary targets, then he would go for the kill.He swiveled his chair away from the main holo

display. Instead he made a clear effort to watch over his subordinates, even Pavlov, Tsar’s

Captain. He wanted everyone on the bridge to know that he was keeping an eye on them.

Experience told him that an extra fear factor helped boost efficiency, especially in combat

situations.“Exiting shift space,” a navigation officer announced.“No nearby contacts,” the sensor

officer updated several seconds later, “scanning further out.”“All ships are present and

accounted for. They’re forming up into formation attack-three,” another office reported.He sat in

silence as his ships cruised into the New France system. Occasionally he would steal a glance

at the plot of the system as it updated, for the most part, he watched his officers, looking for

any signs of inefficiency. He wouldn’t think twice about replacing someone with a more

competent officer if there was a problem.Even with just the occasional glance at the situation

developing as his ships entered the system, it was obvious things weren’t how he expected

them to be. There wasn’t nearly enough thermal activity coming from New France’s orbit for his

liking. The Allies were up to something. “I want a spread of stealth recon drones, focus in on

sectors forty-three through to forty-eight.” If the Allies weren’t preparing to defend New France,

it meant only one thing, they wanted to fight in the open.It took nearly an hour for his drones to

find the Allied fleet. When they did, Checkov had to hide his displeasure, they weren’t exactly

trying to hide, yet his officers had failed to find them. Their fleet was already drawn up in a

battle formation. Like his ships, they were cruising through space slowly while keeping their



emissions to a minimum. Their position was a predictable one though, if they had been trying

to ambush him, they would have tried to get in behind him. Instead, they were holding the high

ground above and between the shift passage to Cartier and New France. It was a good

position to swoop down and intercept his fleet if they wanted. When the final count on the Allied

fleet was tallied, Checkov had to hide another grin. They outnumbered his ships, but many of

the Allied ships were frigates and corvettes. His fleet actually out massed theirs. These new

aliens really have done a number on the Allies’ fleets, Checkov thought. Korolyov’s plan had

assumed that he would be fighting at a disadvantage in numbers and technology. Instead, the

odds were almost even. Maybe we could actually win!“Let’s let them know we have found

them,” Checkov said. “Fleet will turn onto heading seven point four six eight. Switch to formation

attack four. Increase thrust to seventy percent military power.”“Orders sent Admiral,” an aide

reported.Checkov was impressed by the speed of the Allied fleet’s response. Within a minute

they had powered up their engines and altered into an attack formation that mimicked his own.

They think they can win a stand-up fight. Checkov had split his fleet into three sections, placing

his oldest ships in the center. There they could be protected from coming under too much

missile fire by his more modern ships. And putting them there will reemphasize that they are

the weakest part of my fleet, Checkov thought, just as Koroylov wants.The Allied fleet had put

their only battleship in the center of their formation. Tsar’s sensors had identified it as

Centaure, the French flagship. That meant the ships around it were probably French warships.

They will be the best ships in the Allied fleet, our primary targets. The other Allies had sent

their best ships to the American colonies months ago.“Central squadron will drop back laterally

two hundred thousand kilometers from the rest of the fleet,” Checkov ordered. It was the natural

thing to do. If the most powerful enemy ships were lined up against his center, allowing his

wings to edge ahead and draw more fire made sense.When the Allied fleet didn’t react,

Checkov nodded. Baudin was no fool, he wasn’t going to push his center any further forward

and uncover it from the point defenses of the rest of his fleet.“Our fleet will enter missile range

in eight minutes,” a tactical officer reported. “With their lower base velocity, the Allies will have

to wait another minute before they can return fire.”“Concentrate our first salvo on their center,

let’s see if we can anger Baudin. After that, inform each squadron they can pick their own

targets.”“Aye Admiral,” Tsar’s COM lieutenant confirmed.Checkov’s fleet opened fire first. One

thousand two hundred missiles shot out of their missile tubes and accelerated towards the

Allied Fleet. Both fleets were on almost parallel trajectories as they converged with one

another. As soon as his ships fired, Checkov ordered them to alter course slightly. He didn’t

want to close the range just yet. His maneuver would force the allies to accept a long-range

missile duel or make more of an effort to close with his ships. Checkov knew that if he tried to

charge into plasma cannon range now, the Allies would think he was desperate and pull back.

He had to lure them in.The Allied Fleet waited until it had fired its missile salvo, numbering just

over a thousand, before it changed course. As Chekhov had hoped, they altered their heading

to try and reduce the distance between both fleets. It was exactly as Koroylov had predicted.

Their intelligence suggested that most of the Allied nations had better missile tracking

technologies. That meant a close in missile duel where there was less time to track incoming

targets favored them.“Alter the fleet’s heading two degrees to starboard,” Checkov ordered. He

had to play along and keeping the Allied fleet at distance was what a normal Russian Admiral

would be expected to do.As his first missile salvo approached the vanguard of the Allied fleet,

Checkov had to admit he wasn’t holding out much hope. He had seen how good the Allied

point defenses were in the Cartier system. Missile for missile, it didn’t seem like the Allies had

much of an advantage, though the British penetrator missiles were very effective. However, the



Allies’ flak cannons were significantly more effective than the ones Checkov’s ships were

equipped with. Their improved tracking sensors also had a significant impact.When the Allied

point defenses opened up and flak cannon shells, plasma bolts, laser beams and AM missiles

filled space with destructive force, his missile salvo was quickly whittled away. Still, twelve

missiles breached the wall of point defense fire. Most of them found targets and exploded. A

destroyer and frigate were wiped out and a medium cruiser turned its nose away from the

battle and pulled out of formation. An update on the holo display suggested several other Allied

ships had suffered proximity hits but there was no sign of any serious damage.Then it was the

Allies turn for their missiles to seek out targets. Eighteen got through and explosions rippled

along the Russian line of battle. One particular flotilla was hit hard, six missiles got through

their point defense fire. British missiles no doubt, Checkov concluded. A medium cruiser in that

flotilla was taken out when it suffered three direct hits. Throughout the rest of the Russian fleet

one other ship was destroyed and two forced out of formation.Before the British missiles

reached their targets, Checkov’s fleet fired a second missile salvo and it now closed with the

Allies. More explosions signaled that missiles had got through. When the sensors cleared

enough to make sense of what had happened, three Corvettes were gone and several other

ships had suffered varying degrees of damage.“Signal Commodores Nikitin and Ilin, inform

them that they have permission to move their flanks away from the center during this next

missile salvo,” Checkov ordered before his ships engaged the second Allied missile

salvo.“They’ve both acknowledged Admiral,” Tsar’s COM officer reported.Checkov watched as

missiles punched through his fleet’s defensive fire. As the surviving missiles accelerated to

terminal attack speed, Russian ships powered up their ECM and began to twist and weave in

an effort to shake the missiles’ lock. Some were successful, others weren’t. Russian naval

crews died as their ships were damaged or destroyed. As each flotilla and squadron reshuffled

itself back into formation after their evasive maneuvers, both the forward and rear flanks of the

Russian fleet edged away from their center. It was designed to look like an unintentional result

of how the battle was unfolding.Checkov let two more missile salvos be exchanged before he

gave his next order. In that time both fleets suffered more losses. The numbers slightly favored

the Allies, with their superior point defensive fire and the British penetrator missiles, the kills

they were scoring were reducing Chekhov’s fleet quicker than he was reducing theirs. Still, both

sides were suffering badly. More importantly, the Russian fleet was splitting into three parts as

both flanks fell further and further away from the center. The Allied fleet was also beginning to

split as its squadrons maneuvered to keep their primary targets in optimal firing range. “Send

orders to our central squadron, plan Bear Trap will be initiated with this next Allied missile

salvo.”Here we go, Checkov thought as the fifth Allied missile salvo tore into his fleet. He had

concentrated all four of his behemoths in the center of his fleet. As Allied missiles detonated all

around them, three of them appeared to suffer massive damage. Chunks of armor and

sections of hull were blasted off, leaving a trail of debris behind them. The acceleration rates of

the three damaged behemoths dropped and they began to fall out of formation. Then the other

behemoth and all their escorts slowed to stay in formation. Ordinarily Checkov would have

ordered his rear flank to accelerate and close with his center to provide support. Yet that wasn’t

a possibility now, both groups of ships were too far apart to support each other.Baudin seized

upon the opportunity. The rear flank of his fleet moved to heavily engage Checkov’s rear and

prevent them coming to the behemoths’ aid. The center of Baudin’s fleet went to full military

power and altered its heading onto a sharply converging course with the damaged behemoths.

Because of Chekhov’s earlier maneuvers, the Allied ships had been closing with his fleet with a

much higher acceleration rate. Now, as the French flagship and its consorts funneled huge



amounts of energy into their impulse engines, they rapidly closed the distance. It was clear

what Baudin intended, rather than allow the behemoths to continue to use their impressive

number of missile tubes to bombard the Allied Fleet, Baudin was going to close to plasma

cannon range and finish them off quickly.As all these maneuvers took place, each fleet fired

another missile salvo. They came crashing in and added to the mounting carnage. This time, all

four of Checkov’s behemoths spat debris into space.As the electromagnetic energy from the

thermonuclear detonations dissipated and Tsar’s sensors cleared up it was obvious nothing

had really changed. The Allied center was still charging full speed towards Checkov’s wounded

center. The behemoths and their escorts were trying to pull back while still presenting their

broadsides. Even as he watched, another missile salvo erupted from the Allies. His ships

returned fire moments later. It took just three minutes for the missiles to criss-cross each other

in space. Then they found targets and detonations erupted throughout both fleets. A number of

bridge officers on Tsar called out damage reports being sent in from other ships. Checkov

largely ignored them, they were immaterial at this point.“They’ve crossed the point of no return

Admiral,” Tsar’s tactical officer reported excitedly.Checkov didn’t respond directly. He had been

watching the tactical display as well. Of course he had, his entire plan revolved around drawing

the Allied center in. “COMs, signal our center, it’s time to spring the trap.”As soon as his orders

reached the four behemoths, they altered course. As one they turned their noses back towards

their opponents and gunned their engines. All four of the massive ships had been overhauled

within the last five years. They had impulse engines as modern as the French ships that were

closing with them and many more heavy plasma cannons than they had once had. Given the

higher velocity the Allied center was carrying, there was no way they could decelerate before

the behemoths closed into plasma cannon range. Just as importantly, whether the allies

realized it or not, they weren’t nearly as damaged as they appeared. Before dispatching

Checkov to Cartier, Koroylov had ordered a number of freighters broken up and their hull

sections bolted onto the behemoths. What the Allies had thought was heavy battle damage

had been purely fictitious. Four fully operational behemoths were closing with them.“They’re

trying to decelerate, they know they’re in trouble!” Pavlov said as he nearly fell off the seat from

leaning forward so much. “Koroylov’s plan is working.”“It would appear so,” Checkov replied as

he sat back in his command chair. He had followed Koroylov’s plan exactly, now it was time to

see just how effective his friend’s tactic was going to be.*HMS MarlboroughLightfoot bit back

whatever order he had been about to give when he saw the Russian center reverse course.

The acceleration rates the behemoths and their escorts were exhibiting far exceeded anything

they were supposed to be able to pull off. His eyes turned to Admiral Baudin’s flagship. Right

away he knew it was too late. The French element of the Allied fleet was going to come under

the energy weapons of the Russian center. If the four behemoths that had appeared nearly

crippled seconds ago were actually fully operational, the French ships would be ripped apart.

They would return the favor but numbers were on the Russian’s side. Then any Russian ships

that survived the deadly exchange would be free to turn and engage the flanks of the Allied

Fleet. The battle was lost.Lightfoot forced himself to turn away from the hopeless situation the

French ships were about to find themselves in. Instead he checked the range between his

ships and the Russian flank he was engaging. He didn’t even have time for a proper

calculation. He had to estimate it by eye. There was nothing he could do to help Baudin, but he

had to act fast if the battle was going to be saved. “Take us onto heading three point seven four

four. We are going to close with the Russians.” There was nothing else Lightfoot could think to

do, if he tried to close to plasma cannon range, the Russians’ forward flank would likely pull

back. So far, they hadn’t shown any desire to close to energy weapon range. If they did pull



back, it would give him some space to come to the aid of whatever French ships survived their

close engagement with the behemoths.“The Russian forward flank is changing course, they

are turning towards us as well,” a bewildered sensor officer reported.Lightfoot could hardly

believe it. It was one thing for the Russians to sacrifice their older behemoths, but he was

facing a squadron of modern warships. Why would they be willing to trade ships on a one-for-

one basis? No answers came to him and he dismissed the question. If they survived it was one

he could ponder later. He glanced over at his squadrons’ weapon status. “All Chinese and

British ships are to hold fire with their missiles,” he ordered. Another use had just come to him

for them.“The French are about to engage with their energy weapons,” one of Marlborough’s

bridge officers warned everyone. All eyes turned to the main holo projector. It had been

zoomed in on the behemoths and their escorts as they closed with the French fleet. First heavy

plasma bolts reached out from both fleets to melt their way through valstronium armor and the

insides of enemy ships. Then laser beams shot from what French ships still survived. Seconds

later, another volley of plasma bolts ripped into both fleets. Then it was all over. There were no

undamaged ships left. Those that hadn’t simply exploded from the weight of destructive fire,

were tumbling through space in various directions as secondary and tertiary explosions ripped

through them. All four behemoths were gone, but so too was Baudin’s flagship and all the

battlecruisers and heavy cruisers in his fleet. Nothing larger than a light cruiser survived on

either side, and they were all damaged.Silence descended on Marlborough’s bridge. Every eye

was still watching the shattered remnants of both squadrons move past one another. Then

Lightfoot watched as first one and then other heads turned as they moved to look at the

Russian squadron that was approaching them. He knew what most of his junior officers were

thinking. “That’s not going to be us,” he said to them all. “Get back to work and do your duty.

Prepare the squadron to launch their missiles on my command. They will detonate them five

seconds after launch and carry out evasive maneuvers. All ships will open fire with their energy

weapons when the enemy enters range.”He hoped his orders were clear enough. There was

no time to say anything more. Just fifteen seconds after the last ship confirmed receipt of his

order he spoke again. “All ships, open fire.”From the British and Chinese ships under his

command one hundred and forty missiles were slingshotted into space by their acceleration

tubes. Lightfoot couldn’t help but grimace at the number. When the battle had begun, his first

salvo had numbered two hundred and twelve. His fleet had taken a real battering.Right on cue,

the missiles detonated. Lightfoot didn’t have to say anything, Anderson had already given the

order and Marlborough began to twist and weave. It took just seven seconds for the ships in his

squadron to catch up with the explosive force released from the missile detonations. Flying

through such dense clouds of electromagnetic energy blinded the British and Chinese ship’s

sensors. Crucially though, they kept the Russian ships’ sensors from seeing the Allied ships as

well. Then, when the British and Chinese ships burst through the quickly dissipating

electromagnetic energy, they were all in different positions. In contrast, the Russian ships were

exactly where they had been. The British and Chinese gunners locked onto their targets and

opened fire with heavy plasma cannons. The Russian gunners only took an extra second or

two to lock on, yet by then plasma bolts were already tearing into their ships. Only two thirds of

the Russian ships managed to open fire.Lightfoot was thrown around in his command chair as

one and then a second plasma bolt burnt through Marlborough’s outer hull. The lights

remained on in her bridge though and her reactors continued powering the six heavy plasma

cannons the battlecruiser still had operational. “Laser cannons, and then hit them again with

the plasma cannons,” Lightfoot shouted over the din on the bridge.The Russians knew about

the advanced laser cannons many of the Allied nations had developed thanks to the



technology the Vestarians had given them, yet they had not been able to steal the technology

for themselves. Heavy laser beams tore into the undamaged Russian ships, snuffing several of

them out before they could recharge their heavy plasma cannons. Then both sides exchanged

another wave of plasma bolts.Though Lightfoot clung to his command chair, this time there

were no hits to his flagship. Only six Russian ships had survived to fire a second round of

plasma bolts and none of them had been close enough to prioritize Marlborough as a target.

They had been close enough to be targeted themselves however, and every one of them was

destroyed or heavily damaged.“I want damage reports from all surviving ships,” Lightfoot

demanded, trying to remain calm. Many of his bridge crew wanted to lift their voices and cheer

the fact they had survived. He felt the same way, yet the battle was far from over. “Check the

status of the Russian ships around us, if there are any that look like they may get underway

again we need to hit them with missiles before they do.”Turning away from his bridge crew,

Lightfoot brought up the holo projector on his command chair. Throughout the close in energy

duel, Marlborough had been recording the wider battle. He replayed the last couple of minutes

to see what was going on. Several ships from the Russian center were trying to get underway

and accelerate out of the battle zone. His heart sank when he saw that there were no French

ships trying to do the same. Behind the carnage that had once been the center of both fleets,

the rear flanks of the Russian and Allied fleets were still exchanging missile duels. The Allied

ships were holding their own, but each side was fighting the other to a standstill.“All ships that

can will turn onto heading nine point one four five,” Lightfoot ordered. He had to bring what aid

he could to the German and Japanese ships fighting for their survival. When he turned back to

look at his fleet, he couldn’t help but groan. Only eight other ships were able to make the turn

and stay with Marlborough. He had started the day with thirty under his command.*Tsar“I think

we’ve done what we came to do,” Chekhov said to his bridge crew. His rear flank had been

hammering the Allied rear, but the British and Chinese ships were closing with what was left of

his fleet, there was no point letting his ships fight at a disadvantage. The battle was already a

success. “Signal the fleet, all ships that can, are to withdraw to Cartier and then back to New

Rostov. Let the survivors know they have fought well and served the Federation proudly.”In his

mind, Chekhov was already writing the report he would send Koroylov. Overall the plan had

worked well. The Allied center had been crushed. It was a neat trick the British and Chinese

forces had used, but their squadron had been decimated. The Allied Fleet at New France was

a shell of what it had once been. It would no longer have any part to play in the events that

were to come. “Take us out of here, we will return to New Rostov as well.”Tsar turned and

crossed over the New France system’s mass shadow. Then the battleship jumped into shift

space. As she did, Checkov patted his command chair. Don’t worry, he thought to his flagship,

you’re not quite as expendable as those other ships, but you’ll see action soon enough.*HMS

Marlborough“They are retreating!” someone shouted.Lightfoot’s eyes shot up. He had been

reading a damage report on one of his medium cruisers. It’s true, he thought. What was left of

the rear flank of the Russian fleet was pulling back. They were angling to join up with the

survivors of their center that were already making for the shift passage back to Cartier.

Lightfoot considered giving pursuit. With what was left of his squadron and the Japanese and

German squadron, they could probably pick off a handful of Russian ships. Then his eyes

settled on the hundreds of rescue beacons that littered the space the two fleets had fought

their way through and he changed his mind. There were thousands of escape pods and at

least thirty crippled ships that, even if they couldn’t be salvaged, had crew stranded on them.

They needed his help.“All ships will break off engagement and begin rescue operations,”

Lightfoot ordered. His eyes sought out the nearest frigate that was not damaged. “Contact Hai



Hu’s Captain, I want him to plot a direct course for Earth. Our Admiralties need to hear about

this battle as soon as possible. Let him know I will transmit a report to Hai Hu before they jump

out of the system.”“Aye Commodore,” Marlborough’s COM officer acknowledged.Lightfoot

nodded to her and closed his eyes. He was still trying to figure out what had just happened.

The Russians had basically sacrificed an entire battle fleet. Not sacrificed, he told himself. They

traded it. They traded theirs for ours. It didn’t make any sense unless… Lightfoot heart stopped

for a moment. When the thought hit him, he knew it was the only thing that explained what had

just happened. It didn’t make any sense unless the Russians had a far bigger prize on their

mind. The vast majority of the Allied naval strength was concentrated in the Combined Fleet in

the American colonies and it had been devastated by the Flex-aor. By taking out the New

France fleet, the Russians had taken out the only fleet that could stop them invading Earth.

There was nothing to stand between them and taking humanity’s homeworld for themselves.

They aren’t just going to raid the Sol system, they’re going to try and conquer it, Lightfoot

realized. In desperation he looked at the battered remnants of the New France fleet, there were

nowhere near enough ships left to put together a force that could help Earth. Even

Marlborough with the comparatively light battle damage she had received would need weeks in

a repair yard. Three proximity hits had burnt away much of her valstronium armor and the two

plasma bolts that had struck her had taken out several missile tubes and heavy plasma

cannons. She was far from battle ready. The reality of the battle he had just fought hit Lightfoot

like a nuclear warhead. Earth was on her own.Chapter 3With Sun Gates and Shift Gates,

speed records for traversing between a series of star systems are largely a thing of the past.

Once however, it was a source of pride.-Excerpt from Empire Rising, 3002 AD.HMS Intrepid,

Alpha System, 6th May 2473 AD.Hanson was confident his frigate was going to gain the

prestige of being known as the ship to make the fastest journey from New France to Earth. In

three weeks they had covered a distance that usually took closer to four. To achieve such a

feat, he had been redlining his reactors. He had little doubt that when he got to Earth all three

of Intrepid’s reactors would have to be stripped down and thoroughly examined before they

would be certified to be safe to operate again. At the moment, he didn’t care. He had spent

much of the journey contemplating what the Russians might be up to. With more time to think

things through, he was even more sure than when he had spoken to Commodore Lightfoot.

They had to have bigger plans than just taking New France. At the very least they probably had

their eyes on the entirety of French colonial space, and probably British space as well. A part of

him hoped that was all they were planning. If they had something even bigger in mind, it meant

they had gone crazy or had a lot more ships than anyone realized.“Alpha Fleet Command has

replied,” Intrepid’s COM officer announced. “They have acknowledged our warning.

Commodore Diederichs reports no unusual activity has been sighted in the system or by his

scouts further up the shift passage to Russian space. He says they will step up their patrols,

and Alpha Fleet has been put on a war footing.”Hanson nodded. “Good. Acknowledge their

COM message.” As he spoke he did his best to hide his relief from his bridge crew. If there had

been no sign of the Russians around Alpha yet, then maybe their ambitions weren’t as big as

he feared.“Shall we reduce our thrust Captain?” First Lieutenant Turner asked.“No,” Hanson

replied with a shake of his head. “Our news is still vital. If the Russians aren’t going to launch

an attack here, then they are concentrating all their forces against French colonial space. If so,

time is still of the essence, it will take far to long for reinforcements to be sent to Commodore

Lightfoot and Admiral Baudin as it is.”“Understood. I guess we will be entering the record books

after all.”“Assuming our reactors hold out of course,” Hanson replied.For the next couple of

hours Hanson watched the Alpha system go by. There were eight planets orbiting the system’s



star. The fifth was the only one habitable to humans. Though Alpha had been the first world

outside of the Sol system colonized by humans, its orbital industry was very small compared to

planets like New France or Britannia. So many nations had rushed to colonize Alpha that the

world had quickly developed into a warzone. Control of its nine continents was shared between

fifteen different political bodies. As a result, no major power had invested any significant

amount of money into the system for more than a century. Even Alpha Fleet Command was an

independent body under the jurisdiction of the UN Interplanetary Affairs Committee. If even a

small Russian squadron attacked the planet, it would quickly fall. Of course, there would be no

real reason for the Russians to want Alpha, they would just be burdening themselves with the

responsibility of sorting out the mess on the surface.As if to prove Hanson’s musings wrong,

alarms went off from several stations on Intrepid’s bridge.“What is it?” Hanson demanded. “And

shut those up,” he followed up.“It’s Alpha Fleet, they are going crazy,” Sub Lieutenant Reeves

reported. “Something has them spooked. Look at the gravimetric sensors.”Hanson did just that.

It was obvious something was up but it was hard to tell what. Many of the warships that had

been sitting stationary in orbit were powering up their engines and moving away from the

planet. Yet they were moving in ones and twos or small groups, there was no coordination.

They’re meant to be a battle fleet, Hanson thought with disgust. Almost every Admiral from the

navies of the major space faring powers was repulsed by the idea of commanding any of the

UN fleets that patrolled the four systems with shift passages linking them to the Sol system.

Commanding a make shift group of ships tasked with defending a planet or system of no

importance to the ship’s crews, under the supervision of the UN Interplanetary Committee, was

not an enviable task. Yet Diederichs should have his ships better trained than this.“Signal them

and find out what the hell is going on,” he ordered.Given Intrepid’s distance to the Alpha colony,

it would take an hour for his message to reach the planet and a reply to be sent back. As he

waited and watched the gravimetric plot the picture became clearer. About half of the war ships

under Diederichs’ command gathered up into a formation clearly designed to defend the

planet. The rest however were making for the shift passages out of the system to Earth, or

towards British, French and Indian colonial space.“Are they running?” Turner asked. “Why?”“No

ide..” Hanson made to reply but he was cut off by Sub Lieutenant Reeves.“New contacts,” he

shouted. “Lots of them. Our electromagnetic sensors have just picked them up. There is a

battlefleet heading for Alpha.”Hanson didn’t need to ask, he knew who they were.“We’re getting

a COM message from that fleet, it’s not encrypted,” the COM officer reported.“Let’s see it,”

Hanson requested. Whatever it was going to say, he knew it wouldn’t be good. Judging by the

time it would have taken the message to reach them, the message would have reached Alpha

right about the time the pandemonium had broken out.A stern looking man in the uniform of a

Russian Admiral, no, High Admiral, Hanson corrected himself, appeared on the holo projector.

A moment later he began to speak.“My name is High Admiral Koroylov. The Russian Space

Federation is reclaiming what is rightfully theirs. Our Motherland will be liberated from the

clutches of the traitorous Allies. I know some of you who are listening to me now did not fight in

the war of betrayal forty years ago. I am giving you this one chance, take your ships and leave.

My fight is with the French, the Americans and the British. Any other ships that leave will be

spared. This is your only chance. Leave now or be destroyed.”“I can’t believe they are actually

running,” Turner growled. “Our sensors are suggesting all the Indian and Argentinian ships in

Diederichs’ fleet are fleeing.”“Forget about them, there is nothing we can do about it now. What

about the Russian fleet? What are their numbers?”“So far we have detected one hundred and

forty ships,” Reeves answered. “Though I don’t think that is all of them. Until they make some

kind of course change and we can identify individual signals with the gravimetric sensors, we



won’t be able to get a complete picture. There are too many ships in too close a formation for

our electromagnetic sensors to make each ship out clearly at this range.”“Keep updating me on

the count anyway,” Hanson requested. One hundred and forty was already too many. If the

count was right, the Russians must have brought every single warship they didn’t send to New

France with them. That’s assuming our intelligence on their strength is correct. Whether it is or

not, one thing is for sure. The Russians haven’t just come for the Alpha system. They can only

have one target.“Can’t we do anything to help them?” Reeves asked.Hanson looked over to the

Sub Lieutenant. He was staring at the holo screen and the massive fleet that was closing with

the twenty ships that had stayed with Diederichs’ flagship.“I’m afraid not,” Hanson replied. “The

intelligence we have is too important. There is nothing we can do but watch.” Again, Hanson

thought but didn’t add. Cartier and now Alpha. It is as if destiny is laughing at me. Alpha stood

even less of a chance of holding out against the Russians than Cartier. Once again he was

being forced to watch the fall of a world from the safety of half a system away. Men and women

were about to die while he sat in comfort.“Keep every sensor locked on that Russian fleet. I

want as detailed a report to bring to the Admiralty as possible. If we can’t fight, at least we can

try and hurt the Russians in a different way.” Hanson gave the order as much for himself as his

crew. He had to do something. If he didn’t the shame would overwhelm him.When the Russian

fleet fired one thousand eight hundred missiles at Diederichs’ fleet and Alpha’s orbital defenses

Hanson forced himself to watch. He knew it would be over in one salvo. It was. Not a single

ship or defense platform survived. Alpha was at the Russian’s mercy.“Get me whatever

intelligence files we have on this Koroylov,” he demanded when the last missile detonated. He

wanted to know the man who had become the focus of his rage.*9th May, London,

Earth.Admiral of the Red Jonathan Somerville, First Space Lord, Knight of the Order of Bath,

senior officer of the British Admiralty, was enjoying the first real R&R he had had in nearly a

year. The small bistro on St. George’s street in London had been one of his favorite places to

eat out as a child with his parents. He had booked it to re-live the memories.Just two months

ago the news had come in about Cunningham’s victory over the Flex-aor at Connecticut. Right

now, his nephew was on his way to, or more likely on his way back from raiding the alien

staging base that had been used to invade American colonial space. With luck, in another

month or so news would return from Cunningham to inform Earth that the Flex-aor incursion

was officially over. Of course, no one knew if or when they might launch another attack. But

Somerville intended to enjoy the lull in hostilities as much as he could. For the first time in more

than a year Earth was not under threat of alien invasion.“How are your studies going?” he

asked the younger of the two women he had invited out to breakfast.“Well... I think Si...,” Emilie

replied rather shyly, cutting off just before she addressed her uncle with the honorific he had

banned her from using. “Have you spoken to my tutors?”Suzanna laughed. “There’s no need to

be so afraid my dear. Jonathan won’t bite. He was just making conversation. He wants to get to

know you better, we both do.”“Ok,” Emilie replied slowly. “I’m sorry. It’s just this is all new to

me.”“We understand,” Somerville said with a wink. “No one is trying to rush you.”“Thank you. I

do want to get to know you two as well. It’s just, I’m not used to people taking an interest in me.

Andréa was bad enough. Then to find out who my father was and to have Captain Somerville

come and meet me. It was all a bit of a whirlwind.”“And since then, nothing,” Somerville

finished. “I’m sorry I didn’t contact you sooner. As you can imagine the last year has been

beyond hectic. And I didn’t want to come see you when you were at the academy. That

wouldn’t have done you any favors.”“I know, and thank you for that. There are already enough

rumors as it is,” Emilie replied.“Such as?” Suzanna prompted.Emilie blushed. “I’d rather not

say.”“Don’t worry about us, we’re used to such things. You would hardly believe some of the



things people in London say about me,” Suzanna assured her.“Well some say Admiral

Somerville is my father, and that’s why Captain Somerville pushed through my application to

the academy. Others say Captain Somerville is my father, or that I am his lover.”Suzanna had

to put a hand over her mouth to hide her laughter. “James, your father. That would mean he

fathered you when he was fourteen. I can assure you, his experience with women isn’t that

extensive.”“Has it affected how the other cadets or lecturers treat you?” Somerville asked in a

rather more serious tone.“Oh, no,” Emilie replied. “Not really. Not from the lecturers certainly.

There are some cadets who aren’t very happy with me, but that could be as much to do with

what they know about my background. I’m the only cadet from Alpha at the

academy.”“Hhmmph,” Somerville replied slowly.“Don’t be like that,” Suzanna said as she placed

a hand on his arm. “The last thing she needs is an over protective great uncle making trouble

for her. She grew up on Alpha, I’m sure she can survive the academy.”Somerville gave Emilie

another look. Dressed in a reasonably tight fitting, flowing dress, no one would ever think such

a beautiful young woman would have grown up on Alpha. Yet Emilie hadn’t just grown up, she

had excelled. She was the first woman from Alpha to get a Masters from Oxford and, if his

guess was right, she would be the first woman from Alpha to captain a British warship. Though

he wouldn’t let Emilie know, he had snuck a look at her first-year scores and tutors’ comments.

She was easily top of her class in most of the criteria. If he hadn’t looked at her file, he would

have thought the shy young woman sat before him would never have been able to top out in

areas like leadership potential, but she had. Looks can be deceiving, Somerville reminded

himself. Emilie was growing into a formidable woman. When he looked at Suzanna, he couldn’t

help but smile. It wasn’t as if he needed a reminder that looks could be deceiving. Suzanna

looked every inch the beautiful wife one might expect a famous naval officer like his nephew to

have. Of course, there was far more to her.“What are you smiling at?” Suzanna asked as she

raised her eyebrows.“Just admiring your dress,” Somerville lied with a smirk.“Hhmmph,”

Suzanna replied as she copied his tone from moments ago. “Do I need to have a word with

your wife about you and other women?” she asked, and then couldn’t help but grin as he tried

to keep his face impassive and failed.“It’s good to see you are so easily entertained,”

Somerville quipped. “What with Earth and humanity under threat of extinction and all.”“Oh don’t

spoil the mood. I’ve read the same classified reports you have. If their staging world is as

undefended as it was when our scouts located it, James will make quick work of it. And if not,

he’ll have the sense to bug out. We’re supposed to be relaxing, enjoying ourselves for once.“To

that end,” Suzanna continued as she turned to Emilie, “forget about your classes, what about

your classmates. Any boys catch your eye?”Emilie turned red again. “No, not really. I have been

focused on getting as much simulation time in as I can. I want to get on to the command track

when I get into third year.”Somerville vividly remembered the hours he spent in a simulator

when he had been a cadet. It meant he knew just the question to ask next. “And who have you

been simming with? You must have a pretty committed friend to play First Lieutenant for you?”

All command simulations required at least one other person to be in the simulation. After all, in

any battle situation handling your crew was just as important as out fighting your opponent.“A

guy,” Emilie said as her red cheeks darkened.“And I suppose that’s all you’re going to say?”

Somerville followed up.Emilie only nodded.“Don’t worry,” Suzanna said. “I’ll get the rest out of

her later.”“Where are we going?” Emilie asked, jumping at the chance to change the

topic.Suzanna gave her a knowing look, then proceeded to tell her about the shops she

wanted to visit while she was on Earth. Somerville wasn’t sure what they all sold, or where they

all were. From the sound of it though, it appeared as if Suzanna intended to visit London, Paris

and Milan all before the day was out. Now I know why she suggested we meet for breakfast, he



surmised. Content to just listen to the two ladies talk, Somerville tucked into his food and

savored every bite. He couldn’t remember the last time he had enjoyed just being able to eat

without having to rush through a meal to get to one meeting or another.“And your wife, I’m sad

she wasn’t able to make it. I would like to have met her too,” Emilie said a couple of minutes

later.“Yes, she was sad she missed you,” Somerville replied. “But she is away in Washington at

the minute. As I’m sure you can imagine, being the wife of the First Space Lord is a job in and

of itself. Now that you are on your summer break though, I believe she intends to take you out

to a play or something along those lines when she is back. She has been having to hold herself

back from contacting you even more than I have over the last year.”“Well, that is something

else for me to look forward to,” Emilie said with a smile. Then it dropped from her face. “What

am I supposed to wear to a play?”Suzanna shot her a grin. “Don’t worry about that. We’ll find

you something today. Our shopping trip is going to be as much a part of your education as your

time at the academy. If you’re going to travel up the ranks of the RSN, you’ll need to learn how

to play the game of politics with the best of them. Especially when people find out who you are.

And like it or not, fashion is as much a part of politics as anything else.”Emilie’s face said just

how much she didn’t like that idea.Somerville couldn’t help but chuckle. “You can’t wear your

cadet’s uniform everywhere you go. Your dress is a good start, but I imagine Suzanna will have

filled out your wardrobes by the end of the day.”“Don’t worry, it’s not going to be that bad,”

Suzanna said as she placed a hand on Emilie’s. Then she changed the subject to spare the

young woman. “Still no word from your Father?”“No,” Emilie said with a shake of her head. Her

eyes didn’t lift off the table.“That’s alright,” Somerville said in as comforting a tone as he could.

“News from Britannia has been intermittent since the alien attack. Lots of COM messages have

been lost or not even sent. I’m sure he will get in contact with you eventually. He may not win

any awards for dad of the year, but when Richard hears about you, he’ll want to meet you.”“But

James told me about his drinking. What if he has been receiving my messages and just hasn’t

bothered replying?”“Your uncle and your father have a checkered past. I wouldn’t take

everything James thinks about Richard at face value. Yes, your father has a serious problem

with drink, and a few other vices. But he is still a Somerville, he will want to know you. Once he

sees a picture of you he will want to get in contact. He loved his mother as much as James did

and you are the spitting image of her.”“Thank you,” Emilie said as she lifted her eyes. “I will

send him another message then.”“Now that things aren’t so hectic with the Flex-aor threat.

There’s a much greater chance he will reply,” Suzanna added.Emilie nodded. “What about you.

Have you heard from James? Can you tell me, where he is now? You mentioned an alien

staging world? Will he be returning home soon? I’d like to thank him again.”Suzanna glanced at

Somerville before answering. She had slipped up in mentioning X-38. “He has one last mission.

I can’t say anything more than that. But I did get a letter with the news about the victory at

Connecticut. He asked about you. He wanted to make sure I was staying in contact with you.

He’ll be happy to hear that we met in person. I know you won’t have time during this break, but

sometime, you’ll have to come out and visit me at Haven. It’s only three weeks now using the

wormhole. As to when he will be back, that’s a better question for his Admiral than his wife.”“I

think that is a better question for the Flex-aor,” Somerville answered. “We have them on the run.

Assuming they don’t have any more tricks up their sleeve, I hope Titan will be back in the next

four or five months. She is in sore need of some time in a repair yard.” Before he could say

anything more the COM unit on his tunic vibrated.“Don’t,” Suzanna said. “You can ignore it just

this once. This is the first time you have been able to get away to sit down for a meal with

us.”Somerville gave her an apologetic look and then reached into his tunic to pull out his COM

unit. Flipping it open, he saw he had a high priority alert. At once his heart started to race. It



must mean news had returned from American space, what had the Flex-aor done now? When

he began to read the message, he let out a sigh of relief. The news was from New France.

Then he read further. Looking up, he didn’t even try to hide the concern in his eyes. “I have to

go. Right away.”“What is it?” Suzanna asked as she stood with him.“The Russians, they have

attacked New France. Another fleet has just taken Alpha. They will be on their way here now.

With all our ships in American space, I’m not sure we can defeat them.”“What should I do?”

Suzanna asked.“There is nothing you can do right now. I don’t really know too much myself. I

have to go,” Somerville repeated. “No doubt Whitehall will update you when we have analyzed

the intel that just reached us.”Suzanna held out her hand. “Good luck then. We know we are in

safe hands.”Somerville took her hand, then turned to Emilie and saluted. “It was nice to meet

you cadet. Farewell for now.”“Farewell, uncle.”Somerville smiled when she used the name he

had asked her to call him. Then he turned and left. He already had his COM unit out and was

calling for an aircar to come and pick him up. Then he sent another message to one of his

aides. There was one thing he knew already, news needed to be sent to the Combined Fleet in

American space.Chapter 4One thing never changes when it comes to human politics. It was

true in ancient Greece, it was true in the First Galactic Expansion Era, and it is true now;

differing factions will always put their own needs above those of the collective. Inevitably friction

arises, even between the closest of allies.-Excerpt from Empire Rising, 3002 AD.HMS Vulcan,

9th May 2473 AD.“How long until the conference is scheduled to start?” Prime Minister Fairfax

asked as he sat down.“Six minutes,” Somerville replied. “You just made it.”Fairfax nodded.

“Sorry I was late, I had to brief my Secretary of Trade. A bill is passing in parliament even as

we speak releasing emergency funds to most of our larger trade companies. They’re not going

to be happy when we requisition their freighters and goods.”“No,” King Edward agreed. He was

already sitting in one of the chairs in Somerville’s office. “But it must be done. We must take

every precaution, even if this Russian threat turns out to be far less than it appears.”“Is there

anything either of you would like me to bring up in this conference?” Somerville questioned. He

had spent much of the last three hours speaking to both men via COM link, but this was the

first time all three of them had a chance to speak together.“Do you think we should invoke Plan

Kappa?” Fairfax asked. “It wasn’t exactly designed for this situation.”“That depends,” Somerville

answered slowly as he thought about it. Plan Kappa had been put in place after the Flex-aor

had nuked Farnsworth. It called for all warships in the Sol system to be put under the command

of one Admiral so as to fight together to beat off the threat of invasion. “Our orbital defenses

are strong. If we keep our fleet in orbit we stand a good chance of fending off any direct

Russian attack. That would be better than throwing away our ships in an all or nothing battle. It

depends on who would be elected to lead the defense fleet if Plan Kappa was enacted. Our

files on Koroylov are very patchy. One thing is clear though, he has risen through the ranks of

the Russian Federation Fleet on merit. There are some Admirals in the Sol system I wouldn’t

trust with a frigate, let alone an entire battle fleet.”“It also depends on what the Russians

intend,” Edward added. “If they plan to raid our shipyards and are successful, given the losses

we have suffered at the hands of the Flex-aor, it could take us decades to rebuild our fleet. In

that time, the Russians could return with a far larger fleet. If that is their intention, we cannot let

them get near our orbitals, we would have to meet them in open space. Yet, if they want to

capture Earth, then fighting without our orbital defenses only plays into their hands.”Somerville

nodded. “Admiral Baudin faced the same choice at New France. He chose to fight in open

space. I only hope that he was successful. There is one difference for us though. Every major

power has spent billions of credits over the last year beefing up Earth’s defenses. If the

Russians are only planning a raid against our shipyards, they will have to fly right into the teeth



of all our defenses. They would take heavy losses and probably not be able to do too much

damage. We have a lot of point defenses around Vulcan.”“I concur, the Russians wouldn’t have

sent such a fleet against us unless they had a far bigger goal. We all know what they really

want, renewed access to their homeland. That has been their goal for decades,” Fairfax

said.“There is something else,” Somerville added, though he was reluctant to bring it up for he

didn’t like the implications of what he was going to say. “By all reports, the Indians and the

Argentinians have, on the whole, fought bravely against the Flex-aor. Yet we cannot ignore that

they fled at the first sign of danger in Alpha. If Plan Kappa is enacted, and there are Indian and

Argentinian ships in the defense fleet, they could be a problem.”“Are you saying they couldn’t

be trusted?” Edward asked.Somerville looked to Fairfax. “I think that is as much a political

question as a military one.”Fairfax stuck out his lower lip as he thought. “That is a troubling

thought.”“It is,” Edward agreed. “If the Russians managed to defeat our fleet, or worse, capture

Earth, it would be a whole different ball game for some of the smaller space powers. Especially

the ones with grudges against the major powers. They could have their pick of our colonies and

we couldn’t lift a finger to stop them.”“Do you think the Russians have made overtures to the

smaller nations?” Fairfax asked. “MI6 has not heard of any such thing.”“Neither has RSNI,”

Somerville answered, “but would they? The Russians managed to keep all the planning and

preparation needed to launch an attack on this scale from us. Our focus has been elsewhere

over the last year. They could have been talking to the Indians and Argentinians for months.

But that hardly matters, even if they just reached out now, how would the lesser powers

react?”“That is a question I cannot answer,” Fairfax admitted.Edward sat forward in his seat.

“Then that is an answer in itself. We can’t risk our nation, our colonies and our future on the

trustworthiness of the Indians or Argentinians, they both have ample reason to dislike us.“So

we are agreed?” Somerville asked. “We push to keep the fleet close to Earth? Doing anything

else is too risky. This way we can look after our own interests.”Both men nodded.“Then we

have to oppose Plan Kappa, if it is enacted, then our ships would be under the elected

commander’s control. Unless I am elected, which I very much doubt, we would be risking

everything by placing our trust in an unknown commander and the unknown loyalty of our

rivals.”“Agreed,” Fairfax said. “This is one instance where we have to go it alone. We have a

responsibility to our people first.”Edward nodded again when Somerville turned to look at him.

“I concur.”A beep from Somerville’s desk told him the holo conference was about to begin.

“This should be fun,” he commented as he turned on the holo projector. The room around them

changed to show a large circular table that flowed out from Somerville’s chair. Within seconds

the faces of the ranking Admirals of the other space powers appeared around the table. It was

their responsibility to work together in the event of an imminent threat facing Earth. Everyone

had agreed that leaving it up to politicians would mean it would take too long to make the

critical decisions that such situations called for.When the last Admiral appeared, Marquis, the

head of the French Colonial Navy, was the first to speak. “The Russian fleet could be just hours

away from reaching Sol. We must act fast. For this reason, I propose we enact Plan Kappa

immediately. Our ships must be readied for battle at once. Under one commander we can face

the Russians and drive them back. They must be made to pay for their impudence.”Somerville

was surprised by Marquis’ boldness. He’s gunning for the command for the defense fleet, he

realized. If we vote to enact the plan right now, there will be no other option for the position.

Plus, he’s probably concerned about New France, he will want to see this Russian fleet driven

back as quickly as possible so reinforcements can be sent to French colonial space.“I do not

think that is wise,” he said, speaking up before anyone else could agree with Marquis. “The

Russians will be coming for Earth. Each of our fleets has drilled to fight alongside our orbital



defenses. We will fight best if we fight as individual fleet units. If, or when one fleet gets into

trouble, others can then come to their aid. If we form up into one fleet, we will be leaving other

parts of Earth’s orbitals vulnerable.”“I am amazed that the famed Admiral Somerville is

suggesting we hide behind our orbital defenses,” Admiral Mulla of the Indian Navy almost

sneered. “I would have thought you of all people would be championing standing up to the

Russians and pushing them back.”“Perhaps, if circumstances were different I would,”

Somerville conceded. “Yet our fleets have been decimated by the Flex-aor invasion. We cannot

risk what little ships we have left in an all or nothing battle. Especially when the Russians

outnumber us. Earth’s defenses are strong, stronger than they have ever been. We should use

them.”“And risk our shipyards coming under attack?” Fleet Admiral Hewitt questioned. “That is

an unacceptable risk. The United Colonial States will not let the Russians endanger our

shipyards, they will be vital for the recovery of our fleet. None of us yet knows just how much of

a threat the Flex-aor pose. They could return with another invasion fleet at any time.”“I concur,”

Mulla said.“As do I,” Grand Admiral Koester of the German Space Navy said. “We cannot let

the Russians get close to Earth.”“And what if they are here to conquer and not just raid?”

Somerville asked. “The Russians are not stupid, they will not have launched this attack unless

they believe they can win.”Marquis actually laughed. “The Russians cannot take Earth, that is

absurd.”“They may not be as sure as you are of that,” Somerville countered. “We are as weak

as we are ever going to be unless the Flex-aor hit us with another invasion fleet. Now is the

best opportunity the Russians will ever get to retake their homeland.”“They have to know we

have been building up our defenses for the last year,” Hewitt replied. “We all know they have

plenty of spies on Earth. The Russians are not fools.”“The question for us to consider then, is

who shall lead the fleet?” Koester asked, clearly trying to push things forward.A number of eyes

turned to Marquis. “Your people are the Russian’s fiercest rivals. Out of all of us, you know their

tactics the best,” Hewitt said. “I might have suggested Admiral Somerville, we know how

competent a commander he is, but I do not understand the position he is taking.”“I would be

happy to lead the fleet,” Marquis replied. “I am confident that together we can drive off the

Russians before they do any lasting harm. Shall we vote on enacting Plan Kappa?”Somerville

again found himself having to speak up before anyone else could. “I think we should wait one

hour. It will give each of us a chance to discuss the ramifications of this decision with our

political leaders. Then we can vote after having carefully considered the issue.”“We may not

have an hour to spare,” Marquis said.“We can all begin preparations for our fleets to go into

battle. In fact, I’m sure we all already have. One hour won’t delay things significantly. You can

begin preparations for however you plan to lead the fleet,” Somerville suggested.“Fine,”

Marquis conceded. “We will reconvene to vote in one hour.”“Very well,” Somerville agreed,

satisfied that he had least bought Fairfax some time. As soon as he spoke, faces started

disappearing from the holo conference.“I think we all have work to do,” Fairfax said. “I will

contact my counterparts in the American and French governments. They need to be made

aware of the potential threat the Indians and Argentinians pose.”“I will try and speak to the

other Admirals. Though I’m not sure many will take my call after how that conference went,”

Somerville offered.“You’d better try,” Fairfax responded.“I have an idea of my own,” Edward said

as he stood. “If you will excuse me gentlemen. May I use one of your adjoining offices?”“Of

course,” Somerville replied, “one of my aides will show you.”Fairfax stood. “I will do the same.

We can meet back in fifty minutes and see what we have accomplished.”“Good luck,”

Somerville called after them. He didn’t hold out much hope.*Forty minutes later Somerville was

interrupted by a knock on his door. A screen on his desk told him King Edward had returned.

“Enter,” he called out commanding the door to open. Rising to his feet, he gave Edward his



customary salute. “My King,” he began to say then cut himself off. Behind Edward, Christine Na

came swooping in.“Admiral,” she said with an easy smile. She made her way over to him and

held out her hand. “It’s good to finally meet you. I feel like we have met before though, James

always spoke very highly of you.” For a second Somerville thought he saw something cross

Christine’s face, but it was gone even quicker than it appeared.“Ah... my lady,” he said after

bending forward and touching the back of her hand with his lips. He was racking his brain,

trying to remember what to call her. She was no longer a British Princess but a Chinese

Empress.“It’s ok,” Christine said with another smile, “You’re not the first British nobleman to

stumble over how to address me. Please, let’s just sit. My Father says you have something

important to talk to me about.”“Eh, yes,” he replied as he looked over to Edward.“Emperor Na is

currently visiting New Shanghai. At the moment Christine is the senior ranking Chinese

government official in the Sol system,” Edward explained. “After we are done here she has a

scheduled COM call with Admiral Shijie.”“Ah, ok. Well in that case, let me bring you up to

speed. I’m sure you know about the approaching Russian fleet.”“I do Admiral, and of your

reluctance to enact the Kappa plan, Shijie has updated me,” Christine replied.“Well, let me

share my concerns with you Empress. I couldn’t say it publicly, but I am concerned about the

Indians and Argentinians, their ships fled from battle at Alpha. If we were to group all our ships

into one fleet and they were to flee again, it would leave us exposed. I also do not think the

Russians are here to just raid our shipyards, I think they see this as their opportunity to

permanently shift the balance of power in the human sphere. They are here for conquest. If

that is the case, we cannot risk our fleet in open battle, we must hide behind our defenses and

wait for reinforcements to come. Then we can drive the Russians away without risking defeat.”“I

see,” Christine replied. She took a moment before saying anything more. When she did speak

again, she asked a series of questions. Somerville did his best to answer, her understanding of

tactics and strategy was impressive. When he asked her about it, she glanced over at her

father before replying.“I have had a growing interest in naval combat over the past number of

years, I am well versed in most of the recent battles the RSN has been involved in.”Somerville

wasn’t quite sure what she was saying and he got the impression he didn’t want to think it

through, so he pressed on. “So you will speak to Shijie then?”“I believe so,” Christine said as

she stood. “I will want to hear his view of the situation and put a few questions to him, but

unless he has a good counter to your concerns, then I am inclined to agree with you. I better

go and speak to him now.”“Of course, my Lady. Thank you for coming to talk with me.”Christine

chuckled, “I may be an Empress, but when a King who also happens to be your father

suggests you do something, it’s hard to say no.”“Nevertheless, I am thankful you came. Good

luck with Shijie,” Somerville said as Christine walked out of his officeAfter she left Edward sat

down. “So, how did it go with the other Admirals?”“Not great. Some listened, out of respect at

least. Most understand my concerns. They believe that the fleet can retreat to Earth if the

Russian fleet that comes against us proves to be too strong.”“I see, well then I fear the vote is

going to go about as well as the first holo conference,” Edward surmised.When Fairfax returned

he didn’t have good news either so Somerville steeled himself for what was going to be a

confrontational holo conference.“It’s time,” Somerville said when Fairfax finished updating them

on how his political calls went. Reaching forward he turned on his holo projector again. Within a

minute he was surrounded by the other ranking Admirals of Earth’s nations.“Before we vote, I

would like to say something,” Somerville said to open the meeting.“I hope it is to throw your

support behind Marquis,” Hewitt said. “Your Prime Minister didn’t do a better job with my

President than you did of convincing us to hide behind our defenses.”“I am afraid not my

friend,” Somerville replied, trying to sound as conciliatory as possible. “I do not say this lightly,



nor with the intention of making enemies. Nevertheless, I want you all to know that I will not be

voting in favor of Plan Kappa, and further, if it is passed, I will not be sending the British Star

Kingdom’s warships to join the Common Defense Fleet. I, my Prime Minister and my King are

agreed on this. Fighting away from Earth’s defenses is too great a risk for us to allow it.”As

soon as he finished speaking, Somerville looked over to Admiral Shijie expectantly. Shijie

looked at him, visibly swallowed, and then began to speak. “And neither will I. I believe Admiral

Somerville has laid out the best course of action for us all. The Chinese fleet will not be joining

any fleet that tries to meet the Russians in open space.”Murmuring broke out among the other

Admirals, most were looking behind them, presumably at unseen aides or their own political

leaders who were with them as Fairfax and King Edward sat near Somerville.“Traitors,” Marquis

spat. “You are both betraying the agreements you made with us all. We all agreed to Plan

Kappa. If it is enacted by a two thirds majority, every space power must join all their forces to

our defense fleet. You are not just betraying us, you are betraying our homeworld.”“Don’t be

over dramatic,” Somerville replied. He and Marquis had enjoyed a relatively good working

relationship up until now. Somerville guessed France’s old enemy raising its ugly head was

putting a lot of stress on Marquis. If New France had already fallen to the Russians, the blame

would be on his head. “Plan Kappa was put in place for the eventuality the Flex-aor reached

Earth. The Russians were never part of the discussions.”“No matter,” Marquis said as he swung

away from him. “Even without the British and the Chinese, we can still beat back the Russians

if we join forces. Let us vote. If we all go out to war, I do not believe the British will just sit back

and watch.”I’m not bluffing my friend, Somerville thought. Then he thought of Edward and

Fairfax, if every other nation sent warships to face the Russians, they might give into the

political pressure and order him to send the fleet anyway. They will have to find another First

Space Lord to give that order.It only took a minute to hold the vote, in the end everyone but

Somerville and Shijie backed adopting Plan Kappa, with Marquis assuming overall

command.“Ready your fleets ladies and gentlemen,” Marquis ordered as soon as the vote was

finished. “I will be ordering us to break Earth orbit in eight hours. Every ship that is able must

join us. The names of those that don’t will go down in history,” he added as he glanced at

Somerville before ending his connection to the conference.Somerville ended his and looked

from Fairfax to Edward. “Our course is set then.”Chapter 5I can’t imagine how the Emperor and

his staff do it. According to the last census the Empire has 8.1 trillion individuals living within its

borders. They are spread across seven hundred worlds and whilst the majority are human,

more than one trillion are species with citizen’s rights. Despite the diversity and sheer scale of

the Empire, somehow the Emperor keeps us all united, striving into the future as one.-Excerpt

from Empire Rising, 3002 AD“Or is it?” Fairfax asked in response to Somerville’s words. “Can

we keep our ships back if everyone else sends theirs out? Think of the optics as far as the

public is concerned.”“The optics be damned,” Edward growled. “If Marquis is wrong, our ships

may be the only ones left to save Earth. We have laid our cards on the table, now we have to

stick to our bet.”Somerville nodded. “If the other powers send their ships out to meet the

Russians and they lose, Earth’s static defenses will need our ships to have any chance. Yes,

historians will forever ask if we could have changed the tide of the battle by fighting with the

others, but if we are convinced it is a mistake to engage them in open battle, then we cannot let

outside forces pressure us into doing otherwise.”“So be it,” Fairfax said. “I will trust your

judgement, it hasn’t failed us yet. What do you think the Russians will do if we do not come out

to face them? Or if they beat back Marquis’ fleet?”Somerville took a moment to consider the

possibilities. “They may try and launch a major attack against where they think our defenses

are weakest, yet it would be a very costly affair. Even with the numbers they have, it wouldn’t



be a sure thing. If I was the Russian Admiral, I would prepare to besiege Earth. They have to

know that it will take months for significant reinforcements to return from American space. They

could capture Mars and put a blockade around Earth. Without the food and other materials we

import from our colonies, we will be in a bind. Over time the Russians can grind down our

forces until we surrender or they think they can launch a major push against us.”“Then we need

to start food stockpiling right away,” Fairfax replied.“Rationing as well, I would suggest,” Edward

said. He held up his hands as Fairfax turned to him to complain about how the population

would react. “Do you know how much food we import? I doubt, we would have enough food to

last a month if all incoming supplies stopped. There are fifteen billion people on Earth, plus

another quarter billion on the moon.”
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sloppy awkward reading at times. Still worth the read.”
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non stop drama all the way through loved the universe the writer has created ,his characters
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again.I really hope we get to see the Rear Amiral Fight The War of Doom and the Formation of

Empire, though maybethefirst acron has just been planted from which a mighty Oak will

grow.Finished book 2 hours ago and already itchy for the next instalment.”



Vance Joseph, “Good story. Abrupt ending. The plot is engrossing as it build tension, and the

plot twists are suitably timed. A criticism was that there are two too many secondary plots

which get started but magically play out with a time jump. Positives, many of the battle scenes

and actions are original, and not repeat on action in the previous Empire book series. I

recommend this book, even to a first time reader of the series.”
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